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“Film and cameras are visually impaired.
They cannot begin to imitate the
marvel that is the eye.”
NEVADA WIER
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Is it just exotic locations, or an amazing skill set
That unearths amazing photography?

Nevada Wier is an award-winning photographer who goes outside the norm of
traditional photography. Her passion for
capturing the beauty of life within a frame
has led her around the world and back
again. With her she has brought back
unparalleled art in its raw form, as well as
enhanced creations she herself has
produced through the wonders of Photoshop. Her exploits have pushed her
everywhere, from Ethiopia to Vietnam.
Although exotic and beautiful photo
opportunities arise around every corner in
these far away lands, it takes more than
the blinding light from a flash to create a
masterpiece. Piece after piece, the next
always more vibrant than the last, proves
that Nevada hones the know-how and
the passion to take us on a visual journey

the art of photography. “I blessed the
high ISO capabilities of my Canon 5D
Mark II since using a tripod was not an
option. However, I didn’t want to
photograph the usual “person in
front of a fire” tribal image. Then I
noticed the serrated light falling on
the face of one of men. I balanced
my camera on my knees, framed him
on the right side, waited for the right
moment, took a deep breath and let
it out, then ripped off five frames.”
(Nevada Wier) Nevada’s work
has been exhibited in National
Geographic, as well as
many other magazines,
and is currently being
highlighted on Adobe’s
“Brilliant” home page.
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